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ABSTRACT

To effectively predict the mechanical dispatch reliability (MDR), the artificial neural networks method combined
with aircraft operation health status parameters is proposed, which introduces the real civil aircraft operation data
for verification, to improve the modeling precision and computing efficiency. Grey relational analysis can identify
the degree of correlation between aircraft system health status (such as the unscheduled maintenance event, unit
report event, and services number) and dispatch release and screen out the most closely related systems to determine
the set of input parameters required for the prediction model. The artificial neural network using radial basis
function (RBF) as a kernel function, has the best applicability in the prediction of multidimensional, small sample
problems. Health status parameters of related systems are used as the input to predict the changing trend of MDR,
under the artificial neural network modeling framework. The case study collects real operation data for a certain
civil aircraft over the past five years to validate the performance of the model which meets the requirements of the
application. The results show that the prediction quadratic error Ep of the model reaches 6.9 × 10−8. That is to say,
in the existing operating environment, the prediction of the number of delay & cancel events per month can be
less than once. The accuracy of RBF ANN, BP ANN and GA-BP ANN are compared further, and the results show
that RBF ANN has better adaptability to such multidimensional small sample problems. The efforts of this paper
provide a highly efficient method for the MDR prediction through aircraft system health state parameters, which is
a promising model to enhance the prediction and controllability of the dispatch release, providing support for the
construction of the civil aircraft operation system.
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1 Introduction

Whether a civil aircraft can have certain market competitiveness mainly depends on two aspects.
One is performance, and the second is economic efficiency. Dispatch reliability (DR), as an operating
reliability parameter to measure the service efficiency of an aircraft or fleet, exactly takes both
aspects into account and has become one of the top-level indicators, concerned mostly by airlines
and consumers. Initially, the dispatch reliability was the statistical result of the cancel and delay
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events. As for the control of the aircraft performance, relevant research has always focused on the
monitoring and calculating of reliability, using the method of multi-layer self-attention [1], kriging
combined with decomposed-coordinated [2,3] or extremum response [4], neural network model [5–7],
discrete-time Bayesian network [8,9], stochastic process theory [10], finite element simulation response
with optimization algorithm [11–13] or FORM/SORM [14] and so on. It can predict the trends in the
performance of a device or structure over time. However, numerous studies have shown that reliability
often focuses only on a certain structure, device, or system, and cannot take a balancing role in judging
the service efficiency of the aircraft or fleet and the economic benefits it can bring. With the increasing
attention to the index-DR, as a kind of operation reliability parameter, people gradually realize the
importance of establishing a dispatch reliability prediction model. The prediction model can realize
the trend prediction of the flight dispatch and the continuous monitoring of dispatch reliability. So,
DR can also be controlled as the same as reliability, with a certain trend of development controlled
within a controllable range, to prevent the deterioration of service efficiency and the loss of economic
efficiency. Factors influencing dispatch reliability are very complex. Even if only the mechanical is
considered, the aircraft system is still divided into many areas. As for the sample size, in the whole
life cycle of an aircraft, only a few hundred pieces of data can be provided for analysis. Therefore,
the dispatch reliability prediction must be a multidimensional and small sample model. Such models
often need to be solved by algorithms with strong adaptability. The multi-dimension of input variables
leads to the complex mapping relationship within the model, and the small number of samples also
requires the model to respond quickly. The artificial neural network (ANN) using radial basis function
(RBF) has strong nonlinear adaptability, the effectiveness of processing nonlinear time series [15], two-
dimensional nonlinear boundary value problems [16], non-stationary time series prediction [17], and
interpolation problem of scattered data [18] had been confirmed. RBF ANN can identify and model
almost all systems by using the traditional technology of interpolation in multidimensional space. The
advantage is that the excitation function is local. For each input value, only a few nodes have non-
zero excitation values, and naturally can respond quickly; The input layer is directly connected to the
hidden unit, and the hidden layer is connected to the output layer by weight. When calculating, it can
not only adjust the weight but also adjust the number of hidden nodes. The dynamic network structure
shows better learning ability in multi-mapping. A prediction model of dispatch reliability based on the
Radial basis function neural network for civil aircraft can reflect the service efficiency of aircraft or
fleet in the next period. On the other hand, the regression relationship between civil aircraft system
health status parameters and flight dispatch can be established, and the reliability of the whole aircraft
can be measured from a more balanced perspective.

Most of the research on the reliability of dispatch is still confined to the statistical reports of airline
reliability or the regular statistics of operational data. That is to say, the dispatch reliability of aircraft
can only be determined by the statistical method after the occurrence of adverse events such as delay
and cancellation. As there is no prediction model based on the regression relationship between the
correlation of operation health status parameters and dispatch reliability, necessary measures are taken
to avoid the occurrence of adverse events. As for the technology of prediction and control on dispatch
reliability, part of the research describes it as an inherent attribute as well as reliability, established
with design variables. It is considered that the reliability of dispatching should be one of the top-
level indicators in the design stage. Reliability, it is necessary to allocate constraints to other design
parameters through the dispatch reliability index to ensure the operation capacity of the aircraft [19];
In the early design stage of the aircraft system, the paper [20,21] calculated and controled the dispatch
reliability of general aircraft combined with the prediction of reliability and maintainability. However,
such a model cannot reflect the advantage of dispatching reliability as a running parameter, and it
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is difficult to consider the influence of non-technical conditions such as the running environment.
Another part of the study is that DR is affected by the structural design of the aircraft itself, and
more importantly, the technical or non-technical factors of many practical operational environments
of aircraft. Collecting the operational data for four years (2014–2018) of a civil aircraft A340, the
study [22] showed that the maintenance cost, flight hours, flight cycle and dispatch reliability have
certain data distribution rules and correlation; The paper [23] quickly identified the fault patterns
and allocate processing strategies to speed up the efficiency of fault handling, thereby minimizing the
possibility of delay and cancellation, utilizing text mining and neural networks; In order to explore
the relationship between reliability enhancement and dispatch, a time limited scheduling method of
electronic engine control system based on Monte Carlo simulation is proposed in this paper [24],
which took account of both reliability and average safety level; The strategy of reducing service
interruption through maintenance program modification is discussed for military aircraft and civil
aircraft respectively, main factors considered in the model [25] were system structure, time limited
scheduling and reliability; Similar to the above, in order to achieve the control of dispatching and
security level, the paper [26] proposed a multi failure time limited scheduling strategy based on
Markov process, and indirectly improves the control box of dispatching; To reduce the adverse impact
of the time consumed by information access on scheduling events, an automated decision-making
framework [27] for dispatching decision support models was established, which greatly improves the
dispatching efficiency; In the paper [28], the generalized stochastic Petri net method was used to
model the aircraft dispatching process, describe the various statuses of the dispatching process and
analyze the relationship among the factors. Simulation conditions include maintenance time, air traffic
management information, airport environment, weather conditions, and so on. While there are some
deficiencies in these prediction models: First, most of the prediction models obscure the concept of
DR. According to the causes, the DR can be further divided into two categories: mechanical and
non-mechanical. If the inputs are design or operation parameters reflecting the health state, those can
only be associated with the mechanical dispatch reliability (MDR). The same is true that the input
completely reflecting the dispatch conditions and personnel factors of the airport cannot show the
changing trend on MDR; Secondly, even if only MDR is considered, it is still an operating parameter.
Using health status parameters of aircraft systems to be collected by airlines in operation is closer to the
status change of dispatch than using the design parameters. After all, the decision-making condition
of dispatch release is the health of the system; Finally, the prediction model has not formed a unified
consensus, resulting in the incompleteness or confusion of the factors considered.

In this paper, a mechanical dispatch reliability prediction model is investigated to establish the
regression and prediction relationship between the operation parameters reflecting the health state of
aircraft systems and MDR, to provide support for reflecting the changing trend of dispatch release
through the health status of the aircraft. In terms of method, grey relational analysis is used to screen
the aircraft system with the highest correlation with MDR. Combining the set of parameter sets, the
regression function is learned by combining RBF ANN, to realize the prediction function. Establishing
a prediction model between aircraft system and mechanical dispatch reliability is an important means
to quantify the running status of civil aircraft. The strong adaptability shown by RBF ANN in dealing
with multidimensional small sample problems has also been verified.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the methods and theories
of the mechanical dispatch reliability prediction model, including the gray relation analysis which can
filter the degree of correlation between the parameters, and the radial basis functions artificial neural
network to build a regression and prediction relationship between the MDR and the health state of
aircraft systems. In Section 3, the effectiveness of the model is illustrated by the operation data of a
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certain civil aircraft in the past five years. Among them, the application background of the model is
mainly explained, and necessary data preparation is made. At the same time, grey correlation analysis
is used to analyze the correlation between aircraft systems and mechanical dispatch reliability. Thus,
the set of input parameters needed for regression and prediction models is generated. The accuracy
requirements and the performance of the prediction model are described in Section 4, and some main
conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2 Basic Theory
2.1 Relation Analysis

Most of the research on dispatch reliability (DR) is still confined to the statistical value in the
reliability statistics reports (the monthly report is more common) or the regular statistics of operational
data. The physical meaning can also be drawn from Eq. (1), which is the ratio of the normal service to
the total number of services.

DR =
(

1 − NUMdelay + NUMcancel

NUMservice

)
× 100% (/month) (1)

Here, NUMservice is the total number of services, NUMdelay is the number of delays, NUMcancel is the
number of cancels.

The opposite of flight dispatch is delay or cancel, which can be caused by two categories of
reasons, one is the mechanical reason, that is, the failure and false alarm of the aircraft, system, and
subsystem, triggering some maintenance tasks; the other is collectively referred to as non-mechanical
reasons, covering weather, traffic control, human factors and so on. The non-mechanicals have certain
contingencies and, of course, have seasonal characteristics. Improving these factors to enhance the DR
is unquantifiable and uninterrupted. While the effect of improving mechanical performance on DR can
be reflected by mathematical models. The dispatch level induced only by mechanical reasons is called
mechanical dispatch reliability (MDR). For all stakeholders, a prediction model between the aircraft
system and MDR is established to achieve continuous monitoring of reliability. It is an important
means to quantify both economic efficiency and performance. The ATA specification divides the
aircraft system into dozens of chapters, and the health status and failure frequency of the system
are very important to the reliability and safety of civil aircraft. According to the data included in
the European Co-ordination Centre for Accident and Incident Reporting Systems (ECCAIRS), the
airframe systems are the biggest contributor to the reported events, and failures of these systems caused
more than 23% of all [29,30]. Not each system will be related to canceling or delaying events. Locating
the number of delays and cancellations in Eq. (1) to a single system, the relationship between the single
system and the flight dispatch can be verified. According to common sense, such as navigation or air-
condition, some kinds of systems are easy to be perceived by the crew or passengers and will cause
burdens on the unit or cause passengers discomfort, if faults happen frequently. On this account, it
will easily become a system that has adverse effects on MDR. In other words, it is also a system with
a high correlation with MDR.

Briefly, relation analysis is the sorting of aircraft systems with effects on MDR. Grey relational
analysis is a way to carry out the qualitative analysis and get the degree of relation between data by
the changing situation of related variables or curves [31]. Using color to express the mastery degree of
information, white is completely clear, black is vague and uncertain, and grey tends to be between
them. The existing information is used to deduce the unknown part reasonably, the application
problems listed in this paper apply to the grey relational analysis. The basic idea of grey relational
analysis is that the two-time series changing with time and environment, have a consistent trend
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and a high degree of synchronous change. It is said that the two have a high degree of correlation.
The sequence reflecting output is called reference sequence X0(t), and the sequence affecting output
behavior is called comparative sequence Xi(t). Due to the different physical meanings between
sequences, the grey relational analysis should process the data dimensionless. However, it is obvious
that the sequence to be compared has the same physical meaning, and the dimensionless processing
will cause unnecessary interference to the data. The degree of difference between curves is used as a
measure of correlation degree, that is, the difference between curves. When the time is ‘t’, the correlation
coefficient (Eq. (2)) between the reference sequence and comparison series is as follows:

ξ0i (t) = � min +ρ� max
�0i (t) + ρ� max

=
min

i
min

t
(X0 (t) − Xi (t)) + ρ max

i
max

t
(X0 (t) − Xi (t))

|X0 (t) − Xi (t)| + ρ max
i

max
t

(X0 (t) − Xi (t))
(2)

Here, ρ is the resolution coefficient, taken as 0.5 generally.

The resolution coefficient ri (Eq. (3)) of each moment is gathered to get the average value, which
is used as a numerical representation of the correlation degree between the comparison sequence and
the reference sequence.

ri = 1
N

N∑
t=1

ξ0i (t) (3)

The closer ri is to 1, the higher the correlation is. The correlation of factors is represented by the
order of incidence degree, which reflects the ‘superiority and inferiority’ relationship of the comparison
sequences for reference sequences. Considering the scale of the model establishment, the top 8 aircraft
systems are represented. The relevant operational parameters of the 8 systems will be further used as
the input variables of the model.

2.2 Operating Parameters & Dispatch Reliability
The aircraft consists of systems and components. When the system fails or warns, the crew and

maintenance personnel need to take corresponding measures to further assess the ability of the aircraft
to perform the mission and cause special events in a particular scenario. According to this process,
there are three kinds of special events involved in the process of early-warning to dispatch decision-
making, namely unscheduled maintenance event, unit report event, and cancel & delay event.

• The unscheduled maintenance event contains all accidents except scheduled maintenance.
They can occur before and after navigation, and can also be caused by failures in flight. The
frequency of unscheduled maintenance events can directly reflect the reliability level of aircraft
and their products;

• The unit report event is a kind of fault that can be perceived by the crew and bring a certain
burden to the crew’s operation. Therefore, it is a general term for the events recorded and
reported by the crew. Such events can occur before the flight as a judgment condition for
whether the aircraft can be released or during flight. The crew’s written records can be used as
an important basis for post-flight inspection and maintenance;

• As described above, the cancel & delay event includes two categories: mechanical and non-
mechanical.
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When the cancel & delay event is mechanical, it will often lead to unscheduled maintenance and
unit reports. The relevant statistical results of a certain aircraft are shown in Fig. 1. In the mechanical
cancel & delay event (A1), 68.42% of which may lead to unscheduled maintenance events (A2), 23.68%
of which may cause unit report events (A3), and 18.42% may cause two events at the same time. Given
this, there is a strong regression relationship between the operation parameters of the three kinds of
events (unscheduled maintenance rate, unit report rate, cancel & delay rate) and MDR.

Figure 1: The proportion of unscheduled maintenance and unit reports in the cancel & delay event

Necessary data preparation and processing shall be carried out for all kinds of data to enter the
prediction model and converted into dimensional and unified operation parameters. Operators or
manufacturers regularly publish reliability reports for their management models, monthly reports are
the most common. The monthly report shows the operation status of the aircraft in that month and the
number of events. Bring it into Eq. (4) for parametric processing, unify the unit and reduce unnecessary
data interference. The data to be processed include the number of unscheduled maintenance and unit
reports on aircraft and systems.

Rate = NUM
hmonth

× 100 (/100FH) (4)

A two-dimensional dispatch reliability prediction model can be constructed. For the first dimen-
sion, it is the aircraft system with the highest relative degree associated with MDR; the second
dimension is the operation parameters corresponding to the system. The unscheduled maintenance
rate and unit report rate corresponding to the system will certainly be included. In addition, some
parameters related to the aircraft itself should be included, such as the number of services, the
average unscheduled maintenance, and the unit report rate of the whole aircraft. In summary, the
input variables of the model include unscheduled maintenance and unit report rate in aircraft and
corresponding system, and the number of services, with a total of 19 parameters, and the output
variables are the MDR of the aircraft. The technical framework for the prediction model of MDR
is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: The technical framework for the prediction model of MDR

2.3 Prediction Model of Dispatch Reliability
Dispatch reliability is a top-level parameter representing the reliability of civil aircraft and is one

of the most important parameters for the international civil aviation industry to measure the efficiency
of a fleet of aircraft [32]. It is of great significance for ensuring the safe operation of aircraft, economic
operation, and Continuous Airworthiness. To realize the prediction of MDR, if the input and output
of this month are used as a group of data, they are both known and cannot achieve the purpose of
prediction. Only the regression relationship between them can be described. To achieve the purpose of
prediction, a set of corresponding relations should be taken with interlaced input and output in a time
sequence. The health status of civil aircraft over a period is continuous and interrelated. Using a set
of input parameters in the ‘i’ months is used to predict the MDR of the ‘i + 1’ month. The prediction
model of the MDR is shown in Eq. (5).

DRti+1 = f
(
xti

1 , xti
2 , xti

3 , xti
4 , xti

5 , xti
6 . . .

)
(5)

Choose a regression class or learning algorithm to deal with the inherent rules that are difficult to
describe with linear problems in application problems. A radial basis function (RBF) artificial neural
network is used in this paper. The input of the dispatch reliability prediction model is the operation data
of civil aircraft. In normal operation, the service life of a civil aircraft is generally about 20 years, which
requires more than 3 years, that is, more than 36 pieces of data to reflect a certain prediction law on
MDR. That is to say, the prediction of dispatch reliability should be a small sample prediction problem.
Convolution and deep learning classes obviously cannot adapt to small sample problems. Compared
with other neural networks, RBF artificial neural network, as an efficient feedforward network, has
the best approximation performance and global optimization characteristics. Theoretically, RBF is
different from other networks by using the radial basis function (as shown in Eq. (6)) as an activation
function. The advantage of sensing the local response through the distance and variance between the
new point and the center is that, unlike BP, it is easy to fall into local optimization, and RBF has better
global optimization ability [33].
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φ (x, c) = φ (‖x − c‖) (6)

The solving steps of the RBF artificial neural network can be described as follows:

Step 1: Construct the structure of the RBF artificial neural network. The structure of the RBF
artificial neural network is composed of three layers, namely, the input layer, hidden layer, and output
layer, and the structure form is shown in Fig. 3. The update parameters that determine the learning
law between input and output include center vector cij, width vector dij, and weight wki. The process of
learning through the artificial neural network is the process of updating parameters.

Figure 3: The structure of RBF artificial neural network

Step 2: Initialize update parameters. The initial value is set for the update parameter, the weight
wki is initialized randomly, and the initialization method of center vector cij and width vector dij follows
Eq. (7).

cij = min X + max X − min X
2p

+ (j − 1)
max X − min X

p
, dij = df

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
k=1

(
xk

j − cij

)2

(7)

Step 3: Calculate the quadratic error Ep of the sample. Verify whether the error of the training set
and the test set meet the end condition, that is, the error is within the accuracy range. The expression
of Ep is:

EP = 1
N

N∑
i=1

[Si − Yi]
2 (8)

Here, S is a matrix of true value.

Step 4: correct and update the parameters successively according to the error gradient descent
method. The principle of gradient descent is to use the quadratic error function to derive the update
parameters (Eq. (9)) so that it can change and adjust along the direction where the error drops fastest.

�wki = −η
∂E
∂wki

+ α (wki (t − 1) − wki (t − 2))

�cij = −η
∂E
∂cij

+ α
(
cij (t − 1) − cij (t − 2)

)

�dij = −η
∂E
∂dij

+ +α
(
dij (t − 1) − dij (t − 2)

)
(9)
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Here, η is the learning rate, which determines the change of update parameters in each cycle of
training; α, as a momentum factor, helps to keep the algorithm stable while preventing the result from
falling to the local minimum. The iteration of update parameters can be expressed as:

wki (t) = wki (t − 1) − η
∂E

∂wki (t − 1)
+ α (wki (t − 1) − wki (t − 2))

cij (t) = cij (t − 1) − η
∂E

∂cij (t − 1)
+ α

(
cij (t − 1) − cij (t − 2)

)

dij (t) = dij (t − 1) − η
∂E

∂dij (t − 1)
+ α

(
dij (t − 1) − dij (t − 2)

)
(10)

Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until the quadratic error Ep meets the accuracy requirement. Output
the learning law and bring in the data to realize the prediction function.

3 Study Case

To validate the proposed MDR prediction model with the artificial neural network using radial
basis function (RBF), the case study collects real operation data for a certain civil aircraft over the past
five years, to validate the performance of the model that meets the requirements of the application.
All computations are completed on a 64-bit desk computer with Intel Core i5–10400 of 2.9 GHz CPU
and 32 GB RAM

3.1 Data Preparation
The monthly reliability report of a certain civil aircraft from January 2016 to October 2020 are

collected. The overall operation status and special events of the aircraft are recorded in detail in the
monthly report. According to the method described in this paper, the cancellation delay events with
a total of 58 months should be screened and classified according to the ATA chapter. The statistical
results are shown in Fig. 4. A total of 29 systems are related to the flight dispatch of aircraft. Through
Eq. (1), the MDR of the aircraft and the system is calculated, which is shown in Table 1. There are 58
pieces of data. Table 2 shows some statistical information about MDR to better describe the data.
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Figure 4: Statistics on cancel & delay events of the systems in a certain civil aircraft
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Table 1: MDR of the systems and a certain civil aircraft

No. Time aircraft ATA21 ATA22 ATA23 ATA24 ATA25 ATA26 . . .

1 2016/01 0.9993 1 1 1 1 1 0.9996 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

54 2020/06 0.9991 0.9996 1 1 1 1 1 . . .

55 2020/07 0.999 0.9994 1 1 1 1 1 . . .

56 2020/08 0.9984 1 0.9995 1 1 1 1 . . .

57 2020/09 0.9993 1 1 1 0.9997 1 1 . . .

58 2020/10 0.9993 1 1 1 0.9997 1 1 . . .

Table 2: Statistical information of MDR

Information aircraft ATA21 ATA22 ATA23 ATA24 ATA25 ATA26 . . .

Xmean 0.9990 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9996 0.9999 . . .

Standard deviation 0.0005 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 6.4 × 10−5 6.9 × 10−5 . . .

Xmax 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .

Xmin 0.9971 0.9994 0.9995 0.9995 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 . . .

In Section 3.2 below, eight systems with the highest relation to MDR are obtained: Landing
Gear (ATA32), Navigation (ATA34), Flight Control (ATA27), Air Conditioning (ATA21), Electrical
Power (ATA24), Communication (ATA23), Auto flight (ATA22), Air (ATA75). The analysis process
is described in detail in Section 3.2 below. To facilitate data interpretation, this section describes data
preparation for the MDR prediction model. The unscheduled maintenance and unit report events
about the corresponding systems which ranked in the top eight are selected. The input parameters of
the aircraft and the system are calculated through Eq. (4) and shown in Table 3. Table 4 shows some
statistical information on input parameters to better describe the data. Statistical information contains
Maximum (Xmax), minimum (Xmin), mean (Xmean), and standard deviation (STD).

Table 3: Input parameters of the MDR prediction model

Time Rate of unplanned replacement Rate of report fault Service number

aircraft ATA32 ATA34 . . . aircraft ATA32 ATA34 . . .

2016/01 1.86 0.05 0.18 . . . 0.39 0 0 . . . 2849
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2020/06 2.58 0.19 0.02 . . . 0.33 0.04 0.01 . . . 3295
2020/07 1.94 0.04 0.18 . . . 0.43 0.01 0.07 . . . 3813
2020/08 1.9 0.15 0 . . . 0.54 0.03 0.03 . . . 4462
2020/09 1.48 0.05 0.1 . . . 0.4 0.04 0.02 . . . 4496
2020/10 1.72 0.125 0.08 . . . 0.3 0.04 0.02 . . . 4609
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Table 4: Variables statistical information of the input

Attribute Rate of unplanned replacement Rate of report fault

Xmean STD Xmax Xmin Xmean STD Xmax Xmin

Service number 3654.79 744.94 4980 1494
aircraft 1.94 0.50 3.18 1.03 0.63 0.64 4.04 0.04
ATA32 0.13 0.06 0.28 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.15 0
ATA34 0.19 0.65 5.00 0 0.03 0.03 0.12 0
ATA27 0.08 0.12 0.70 0 0.02 0.02 0.13 0
ATA21 0.16 0.10 0.55 0 0.02 0.02 0.08 0
ATA24 0.05 0.09 0.50 0 0.004 0.01 0.05 0
ATA22 0.02 0.03 0.18 0 0.02 0.02 0.08 0
ATA33 0.1 0.12 0.75 0 0.02 0.02 0.10 0
ATA75 0.03 0.04 0.25 0 0 0 0 0

3.2 Correlation Analysis
The purpose of this section is to calculate the resolution coefficient and resolution degree

of the 29 systems and to determine the most likely impact on the dispatch of aircraft systems
by ranking the associate degree. It is also easy to conclude from Eq. (3) that the so-called
resolution degree is always the average value of the resolution coefficient. The resolution coefficient
matrix can reflect the changing trend of the data association at different times. Fig. 5 shows
the resolution coefficient with time-series characteristics in the form of a color diagram, to
facilitate readers to observe whether the correlation degree at a certain time is consistent with
the overall conclusion. Axis X is arranged in the order of ATA chapter number from small to
large among the 29 systems (ATA 21/ATA 22/ATA 23/ATA 24/ATA 25/ATA 26/ATA 27/ATA
28/ATA29/ATA30/ATA31/ATA32/ATA33/ATA34/ATA35/ATA36/ATA44/ATA49/ATA52/ATA53AT
A56/ATA70/ATA72/ATA73/ATA75/ATA77/ATA78/ATA79/ATA80). The Y axis is 58 months
sequential, from near to far. The closer to yellow, the greater the correlation coefficient between
the system and aircraft dispatch reliability currently. The fluctuation area is concentrated in the
middle area.

Through Eq. (3), we get the resolution degree between the system and the MDR of aircraft, shown
in Table 5. The top eight systems with the highest relation on MDR are Landing Gear (ATA32),
Navigation (ATA34), Flight Control (ATA27), Air Conditioning (ATA21), Electrical Power (ATA24),
Communication (ATA23), Auto flight (ATA22), Air (ATA75).
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Figure 5: Resolution coefficient color diagram

Table 5: Resolution degree between the system and MDR

System ATA32 ATA34 ATA27 ATA21 ATA24 ATA22 ATA33 ATA75 ATA73
r 0.6976 0.6745 0.6701 0.6697 0.6620 0.6609 0.6597 0.6606 0.6587
System ATA23 ATA31 ATA28 ATA56 ATA44 ATA29 ATA77 ATA52 ATA36
r 0.6619 0.6572 0.6599 0.6561 0.660 0.6568 0.6571 0.6558 0.6547
System ATA80 ATA72 ATA35 ATA26 ATA25 ATA79 ATA70 ATA78 ATA53
r 0.6554 0.6562 0.6560 0.6554 0.6557 0.6548 0.6538 0.6522 0.6526
System ATA49 ATA30
r 0.6531 0.6526

4 Prediction and Analysis
4.1 Prediction and Verification

In Section 3.2 above, the highest-ranking systems are selected by ranking the relation between the
system and MDR through grey relational analysis. The top eight systems with the highest relation on
MDR are Landing Gear (ATA32), Navigation (ATA34), Flight Control (ATA27), Air Conditioning
(ATA21), Electrical Power (ATA24), Communication (ATA23), Auto flight (ATA22), Air (ATA75).
After confirming the system with the highest resolution, the input and output parameters of the model
are also determined, so that learning and prediction work can be carried out. A total of 58 sets of data
were collected and divided into two groups. The first 50 sets of data consist of training sets (input with
serial number ‘1–50’ corresponds to the output with serial number ‘2–51’). The test set is composed of
the last 7 groups of data (the input with the serial number ‘51–57’ corresponds to the output with the
serial number ‘52–58’).

To carry out learning and forecasting, there is still some information to confirm. The structure of
the RBF artificial neural network is set according to the application problem. After trying different
network structures and their corresponding learning performance, the network structure parameters
with the best prediction accuracy are shown in Table 6. The parameters to be set include the number
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of hidden layers, the number of neurons contained in the hidden layer, the learning rate, and the
momentum factor.

Table 6: Structure parameters of prediction model on RBF

Hidden neurons Hidden layer nodes Quadratic error accuracy η α

1 34 7.0 × 10−8 0.02 0.99

Quadratic error accuracy requirement is a condition to judge whether the regular learning can
be completed. When the accuracy of the error meets the requirements, the updated parameters with
the smallest error are required. On average, a certain civil aircraft operates 3654 times a month, and
a cancel & delay event accounts for 2.7 × 10−4 of the total, (2.7 × 10−4)2 = 7.5 × 10−8. That is to say, if
the accuracy of the quadratic error is 7.0 × 10−8, the prediction of the number of cancel & delay events
can be controlled within one.

Once the network structure is confirmed, the regression law can be given by learning, to generate
the prediction model of MDR. The quadratic error Ep decreases gradually with the iteration, and
finally reaches 6.9 × 10−8. The effect and error accuracy of the training and the test set are shown in
Fig. 6, respectively. After learning, the average error of the training set is 1.0 × 10−4, and the average
error of the test set is 5.0 × 10−4. The quadratic error Ep decreases gradually with the iteration, and
finally reaches 6.9 × 10−8. This indicates that the prediction model is reasonable and effective.

Figure 6: The effect (up) and error accuracy (down) of the set

4.2 Comparison and Analysis
To verify the accuracy and consistency of the model, this section further verifies the applicability

of the method from the perspective of theoretical analysis. This verification can be divided into two
aspects: one is the sensitivity of RBF ANN itself to the number of hidden layer neurons; the other
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is to compare RBF ANN with BP ANN and GA-BP ANN to verify the accuracy and efficiency
of the model. Commonly use comparative statistics include the mean absolute error (MAE), root-
mean-square error (RMSE), modified agreement index (d), and modified Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency
(NSE) and maximum relative errors (Max (RE)). This error matrix is implemented to illustrate the
agreement and accuracy level of the proposed models. The comparative statistics were evaluated using
the following relations [34–36]:

RMSE =
√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

[Si − Yi]
2 (11)

MAE = 1
N

N∑
i=1

|Si − Yi| (12)

d = 1 −

N∑
i=1

|Si − Yi|
N∑

i=1

∣∣∣Si − S
∣∣∣ +

∣∣∣Yi − S
∣∣∣
, 0 < d ≤ 1 (13)

NSE = 1 −

N∑
i=1

|Si − Yi|
N∑

i=1

∣∣∣Si − S
∣∣∣

(14)

Max (RE) = max
{ |Si − Yi|

Si

× 100, i = 1, 2, . . . , N
}

(15)

Here, N denotes the number of data, Si and Yi is the i-th data points for the true value and predicted
sets, respectively, and S̄ stands for the average of true value data points. The smaller the value of MAE
and RMSE, the closer the value to zero of Max (RE) is, which proves that the accuracy of the model
is better. NSE and d represent the fitting accuracy of the model, which is closer to 1, indicating that
the fitting effect is outstanding.

RMSE was used as an index to analyze the sensitivity of RBF ANN, with hidden nodes as 10,
20, 25, 30, 35. By changing the number of hidden layer nodes, it tests whether increasing or reducing
mapping points can change the extraction of effective features of training data describing the external
environment. When the internal structure has redundant attributes, it will affect the advantages and
disadvantages of the algorithm. The best network results can be judged by sensitivity analysis. Under
different hidden layer nodes, the RMSE index of the model is shown in Fig. 7. The increase in the
number of hidden nodes makes RMSE show a smaller trend. After the number is greater than 34,
the model has been able to meet the accuracy requirement of modeling. Therefore, in Section 4.1, the
number of hidden nodes is set to 34. This is consistent with the above conclusion. At the same time,
the network structure of the model is reasonable, which has also been verified.

To verify the calculation accuracy and efficiency of the model and prove the applicability of RBF
ANN in small sample problems, especially MDR prediction problems, this section next compares the
advantages of RBF ANN, BP ANN, and GA-BP (Improving BP neural network by genetic algorithm
(GA)) ANN through comparative factors under the same network structure. All three methods will
be modeled as specified in Table 6. Comparative factors are shown in Table 7. Fig. 8 clearly shows the
comparison results of the three methods. All factors in the table show that RBF has obvious advantages
over other methods. The prediction effect of RBF is much better than BP. In the small sample problem
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of multidimensional variables, BP has a weak ability to accurately deal with the mapping relationship
between multidimensional variables. BP needs more group inputs to support the training process, and
RBF can show its advantages in this regard; The training effect of GA-BP is also much better than
BP because it finds the best initial position of weight and threshold through iteration, but its ability
is still weaker than RBF. Especially in the comparison of fitting degrees, it is obvious that RBF has a
better fitting degree and can learn more minor changes. Instead of using changes around the average
to weaken the size of the error.

Figure 7: Sensitivity of hidden nodes based on RMSE

Table 7: Comparative statistics for different ANN models

Method MAE RMSE d NSE Max (RE)

RBF 0.0001 3.3 × 10−4 0.82 0.6192 0.1291
BP 0.2783 0.33 0.002 0.3858 82.8569
GA-BP 0.0006 8.1 × 10−4 0.311 0.55 0.1477
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Figure 8: Comparison of three methods
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, a mechanical dispatch reliability prediction model for civil aircraft is established.
Using grey relational analysis to carry out correlation analysis to determine the input parameters and
combining RBF artificial neural network training and rule fitting, a prediction model is established to
achieve the predictive function of MDR. Some main conclusions are summarized below:

(1) A predictive model for dispatching reliability is established, and its input parameters should
consider parameters that can reflect the real-time operating status. In this paper, the system
health status parameters scattered in time sequence, such as unscheduled maintenance events,
unit report events, and service numbers, are used to predict the machinery dispatch reliability,
which can quantitatively reflect the impact of aircraft health status on the flight dispatch. The
direct correlation between aircraft system health status and MDR is helpful for all stakeholders
to carry out maintenance and support work.

(2) Taking the corresponding operational data of the system and the whole aircraft as input, the
RBF artificial neural network is used to establish the prediction model. The performance of
quadratic error can reach 6.9 × 10−8, which means that the prediction of the number of cancel
& delay events by the MDR prediction model can be controlled within one time. This indicates
that the prediction model is reasonable and effective in a practical sense. The results also show
that RBF ANN has better adaptability to this kind of multidimensional and small sample
problems, compared with BP ANN and GA-BP ANN.

(3) The significance of this model is to predict the mechanical dispatch reliability of civil aircraft
and to predict the impact of the health status or performance of the aircraft system on the flight
dispatch and the economic benefits. If the non-mechanical cancel & delay events can be further
collected completely, and draw out the distribution law of non-mechanical inducements, by
increasing the non-mechanical input parameter, we can further realize the prediction of the
whole dispatch reliability of civil aircraft.
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